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Heteroglot Interventions 
Sjoerd-Jeroen Moenandar1 
 
At this moment in time, Europe is in a state of what Nietzsche called décadence: it contains no 
life, it is no longer an organic whole, but is ‘put together, calculated, artificial, an artefact’ (1988: 
143). At least, that is my conclusion after spending last year on the fringes of Europe, living in 
Tunisia and working there and in the Netherlands. While I flew over the Mediterranean each 
week, people were desperately trying to cross the sea below – travelling in the same direction, 
but in much more ramshackle vessels. For every time I flew to Amsterdam, 125 people drowned 
trying to reach Europe.  

On one such trip I stopped in Hungary for a friend’s wedding, after which I planned to 
take the train to the Netherlands. It was 13 September: on that day Austria and Germany decided 
to cancel all international trains to stem the flow of refugees from Hungary. I was stopped at the 
Austrian border. As I made my way across a platform, hundreds of men, women and children sat 
on the pavement, detained by uniformed border guards with mirrored sunglasses. Travelling to 
the border by taxi, I passed a trail of clothes and sleeping bags left behind. Refugees moved like 
shadows through the woods, on their way to tent camps in Austria and beyond. Chaos reigned at 
Vienna Central Station: bewildered tourists and businessmen demanded explanations while the 
refugees scurried off into the night.  
 Those shadows hover over any discussion of Europe now, even though they are hardly 
mentioned. It’s not that the refugee crisis is not discussed, but it is not addressed as an intrinsic 
part of the current state of Europe. It is placed outside Europe, as something that doesn’t belong 
to it. But Europe and its refugees are two sides of the same coin, created by the borders placed 
around whatever Europe is. This reminds me of what Paul Bijl called the ‘Orwellian doublethink’ 
of the Netherlands regarding its history of violence in Indonesia: the Dutch haven’t forgotten it – 
which would imply cultural amnesia – but they cannot address it. They simultaneously ‘know 
and do not know about their country’s colonial past’ (2015: 442). Bijl called this cultural 
aphasia: because ‘Dutch self-fashioning’ tends to produce the image of a ‘small scaled’ nation, 
‘consisting of modest mediators that did good works in the margins of the globe’, the Dutch 
simply lack the ‘availability of language and possibilities for [the] expression’ of its colonial 
violence (449). Similarly, Europe has self-fashioned an identity as beacon of freedom and 
enlightenment that leaves Europeans unable to address the grim reality of the violence at their 
borders as an intrinsic part of what Europe is today.    
 One could say that it is the public intellectual’s role to address this cultural aphasia. Odile 
Heynders discusses nine such intellectuals in Writers as Public Intellectuals. As she clarifies in 
her excellent introduction, – which, I imagine, will become an indispensable research guide for 
the topic, as it lucidly discusses the various departing points and angles from which it can be 
studied – the writer plays a special role as a public intellectual. The writer can imagine 
alternatives and, through an act of creativity, find the right words to express them, much like the 
doctor who treats aphasia by training patients to use a new language or different symbols to 
express themselves. Thus, Slavenka Drakulić, one of the intellectuals Heynders discusses, notes 
that ‘people in Croatia, Bosnia and Serbia today prefer not to think and talk about the war(s) in 
the 1990s’. Drakulić decides to try to ‘make people aware of this “point zero” in history that is 
marked by silence, and absence of the desire for truths and the manipulation of facts after 1995’. 
She concludes that this silence occurs because ‘too many were in some way involved in the war 
and too many profited from it’ (59). Heynders then analyzes how empathic imagination – 
fundamentally a writers’ tool – becomes the main strategy by which Drakulić addresses this 
silence, as she writes her reports on the International Criminal Tribunal for the former 
Yugoslavia from the perspectives of victims and perpetrators. 
 Arguably, the same applies to Europe as a whole these days: too many people profit from 
the current cultural aphasia vis à vis the state of the continent and therefore it continues. 
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Throughout Heynders’ study, it becomes clear that public intellectuals must reach beyond the 
original audience of the ‘man of letters’ if they want to address this. An example is David van 
Reybrouck’s plea for an ‘enlightened populism’, encouraging intellectuals to publish in tabloids 
as well as quality newspapers and to ‘try to really reach the low educated’ (127). The aim 
remains to ‘reconsider the role of nations, democratise the borders and margins of Europe, and 
try to overcome inner divisions’. But to do so successfully, the public intellectual must become 
‘translator, intermediary and traveller’ among the different people of Europe (138) – including 
those who are generally not considered to be of Europe at all.   
 There seems to be a dichotomy between what I would call monologic populism and 
dialogic populism. If  as Heynders says in her chapter on Van Reybrouck and his fellow Brussels 
writer, Geert van Istendael  the public intellectual must mediate between the many centres of 
Europe (‘Brussels, Strasbourg, the City of London, or the Frankfurt stock exchange’) and the 
‘European people’ (138), this mediation must go both ways. The intellectual must receive as 
much as he or she transmits, must listen and produce ‘participatory work without one dominant 
voice, the consequence of which is a heteroglossia of European voices and discourses’. An 
example is The European Constitution in Verse,  a poem Van Reybrouck wrote in collaboration 
with 40 poets from European countries, to ‘critique “Fortress Europe” from within’ (122). 
 Thus, Heynders’ book describes two types of public intellectuals: those producing 
monologues, intervening in the European project as ‘truth-speakers’, and those producing 
‘heteroglossia’. These are the two end points of a scale: on one end, an intellectual like Ayaan 
Hirsi Ali, who transmits but does not mediate, warning Europeans and Westerners about the 
dangers of Islam; on the other, the aforementioned Van Reybrouck and Van Istendael. My only 
criticism of this book would be that Heynders herself makes few such comparisons: the case 
studies are presented in a compartmentalised way. For instance, Heynders discusses Hamel 
Abdel-Samad, a German intellectual of Egyptian origin. She points out that although he is highly 
critical of Islam and the Arab world, his leaving one clear position – that of the religious Muslim 
– has not resulted in his taking another clear position: ‘His arguments, indeed, are neither 
typically right- nor left-wing, neither conservative nor progressive, anti-religion or pro-
modernity’ (154). The lack of a comparison of Abdel-Samad’s highly dialogic approach with Hirsi 
Ali’s monologic approach feels like a missed chance. Such comparisons are mostly left to the 
reader.  
 But in all other aspects the book is a triumph. It is a timely publication, not only because 
it discusses the interventions of these public intellectuals in the problematic nature of today’s 
Europe, but because the book itself is such an intervention. Heynders laments the lack of ‘a 
broader view of European culture and history as a continuum, a collective perspective’ and her 
book can be seen as a passionate plea for the ‘power of literature’ to remedy this (50-51). It grew 
out of a course Heynders taught at Tilburg University and it has the feel of a lecture series: her 
writing style is clear and pleasant, much like an articulate professor’s lecture, conveying the 
intellectuals’ ideas and occasionally adding personal comments, explaining their work and 
expanding on their thoughts.  

One very striking aspect of that style is that it isn’t always clear who is talking: the author 
or the intellectual. For example, after Heynders mentions that Van Reybrouck’s The European 
Constitution in Verse contains ‘the word for “bread” in various European languages and dialects’, 
she adds: ‘Bread is what people eat and share, what is ordinary and consecrated (in the 
celebration of the Eucharist), it is the food that one needs in order to live, what keeps the mass of 
the people happy, and it is a typical product of Europe’ (123). But whose thoughts are these? Van 
Reybrouck’s? Or Heynders paraphrasing or explaining what he (could have) said? Heynders 
expanding upon his thoughts, or interpreting or developing her own thoughts? This seems to be 
an academic variety of the free indirect style which she compliments Drakulić for using, since it 
‘helps the public intellectual to imagine situations and to bring different perspectives to the fore’ 
(61). The ensuing ambiguity is not a weakness, but enhances the heteroglot nature of the public 
intellectual’s intervention – and that goes for Heynders’s own book as well. A must read.  
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